North Hall at Eastern Market Recommended Vendors List

North Hall at Eastern Market encourages the use of its recommended vendors, who have been selected based on the quality of their services, as well as their understanding and adherence to North Hall terms and provisions. Use of the vendors below is not required; however, refer to our terms and provisions for vendor requirements.

**AUDIO VISUAL/LIGHTING** (those listed below have successfully worked at the North Hall on numerous occasions in compliance with our Noise Levels/Music/Entertainment and Electrical Service policies):

DJ Dan Goldman
John Farr Lighting Design

**BEVERAGES** (those listed below have successfully worked at the North Hall on numerous occasions in compliance with our terms and provisions):

Ace Beverage
Schneider’s of Capitol Hill

**CATERERS** (those listed below have successfully worked at the North Hall on numerous occasions; they possess catering licenses issued by DC’s ABRA and DCRA):

B.Lin Catering
Design Cuisine
Eat and Smile Catering
Geppetto Catering
Mixology Bartending and Catering
Occasions Caterers
Rockland’s BBQ
Well Dunn Catering

**DÉCOR** (those listed below have successfully worked at the North Hall on numerous occasions in compliance with our Decorations and Electrical Service policies):

Syzygy Events International
**ENTERTAINMENT** (Bands & DJs - (those listed below have successfully worked at the North Hall on numerous occasions in compliance with our Noise Levels/Music/Entertainment and Electrical Service policies):

- Bialek’s Music
- DJ Dan Goldman
- Kelton Higgins
- MSE Productions

**EVENT COORDINATION** (those listed below have successfully worked at the North Hall on numerous occasions in compliance with our terms and provisions):

- Candy & Co. Events
- Capitol Romance
- The DC Event Planner (Tiffany Renee Balmer)

**EVENT INSURANCE** (in addition to speaking with your current agent about a one-day event insurance policy/rider):

- Event Helper
- Markel Insurance

**HOTELS** (those listed below are located within a short distance of the North Hall and have been used by numerous Permittees in the past):

- Capitol Hill Hotel
- Courtyard by Marriott Washington Capitol Hill/Navy Yard
- Kimpton George Hotel
- Liaison Capitol Hill
- Phoenix Park Hotel

**INTERACTIVE ELEMENTS** (those listed below have successfully worked at the North Hall):

- DC Photobooth
- Fluffness

**PARKING/VALET** (those listed below have successfully worked at the North Hall):

- Colonial Parking
MJ Valet

PHOTOGRAPHERS (images appear on our website):

Aimee Custis
Andrew Lightman
Paola Nazati Photography

RENTAL EQUIPMENT (those listed below have successfully worked at the North Hall on numerous occasions in compliance with our terms and provisions):

Frager’s Just Ask Rental
Perfect Settings

To inquire about inclusion as a recommended vendor, please contact Nicole Aiken, North Hall Coordinator via email at nicole.aiken@dc.gov.